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With the spread of web-enabled desktop clients and web-server based applications, developers can no longer afford to treat security as an afterthought. It's one topic, in fact, that .NET forces you to address, since Microsoft has placed security-related features at the core of the .NET Framework. Yet, because a developer's carelessness or lack of experience can still allow a program to be used in an unintended way, Programming .NET Security shows you how the various tools will help you write secure applications.

The .NET Framework is a flexible general-purpose computing platform designed to address the needs of commercial organizations and individuals alike, and to support a variety of application models. .NET supports recent trends that favor highly distributed systems, component-based applications, and web-based server solutions (including XML web services). Although these trends have led to improvements in application functionality and programmer productivity, they also require that software consumers, producers, and service providers pay closer attention to software and system security.

Traditionally, programmers have treated security as an afterthought; however, there is a growing appreciation that security is a requirement, not an option, for contemporary applications and that security should be integrated into their development. The simple fact is that you cannot ignore security when developing a .NET application, because security is at the core of the .NET Framework and implicit in applications that you write. You must understand how to program .NET security, if for no other reason than to respond to the default actions of the .NET Framework, but more importantly, to create effective and functional .NET applications that will be welcomed by their users.
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Street Photography: The Art of Capturing the Candid MomentRocky Nook, 2015

	Since the advent of the camera, there have been photographers whose mission is to record and interpret the public sphere in all its aspects. Eugene Atget documented evidence of everyday life in the streets as well as the buildings and monuments of Paris. Henri Cartier-Bresson pursued what he called "The Decisive Moment," the moment...
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Designing Autonomous Mobile Robots: Inside the Mind of an Intelligent MachineNewnes, 2003

	Designing Autonomous Mobile Robots introduces the reader to the fundamental concepts of this complex field. The author addresses all the pertinent topics of the electronic hardware and software of mobile robot design, with particular emphasis on the more difficult problems of control, navigation, and sensor interfacing.
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USB Complete: Everything You Need to Develop Custom USB Peripherals (Complete Guides series)Lakeview Research, 2005
Now in its third edition, this developer's guide to the Universal Serial Bus (USB) interface covers all aspects of project development, including device programming and host application software. This book shows how to transform the information in the USB 3.0 specifications into functioning devices and application software that communicates with...
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Multiparadigm Constraint Programming Languages (Cognitive Technologies)Springer, 2011

	"Modeling" has become one of the primary concerns in modern Software
	Engineering. The reason is simple: starting development processes from clear
	and succinct models has proven to foster not only quality but also productivity.
	With the advance of modeling there also came a desire for automatic code
	generation from models....
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The Management MythbusterJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	Become a better manager by challenging the myths of commonly accepted management wisdom


	A humorous review of current management practice with a very serious message, The Management Mythbuster makes an entertaining case for questioning much of the conventional wisdom that pervades the corporate world today.
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Essentials of ManagementCengage Learning, 2011

	Focus on the fundamental principles and practices of effective management most important for success in business today with DuBrin's comprehensive, yet concise, ESSENTIALS OF MANAGEMENT, 9E. This brief edition offers a solid introduction for new managers or an in-depth review of core concepts and the latest research and applications for...
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